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The Idea 
creating a children's picture book that showcases different countries while still 

being fun and light hearted 

The Summary 

The Thesis Statement  
at a young age, children should be exposed to the ideas of travel and 

exploration of other cultures. this children's book, through the lens of a duck, 
places an important emphasis on that subject while also paying tribute to the 

idea of home and family, biological or found.

Around the World with Emmett is a children's picture book intended for ages 2-6. it was 
created with the intention of educating about the importance of learning others’ 

cultures and travel. there is also an emphasis placed on family and home. 

Emmett is a New York duck living in Central Park Pond and has grown tired of his 
home. packing his bags, he travels around the world experiencing so many amazing 

things but comes to realize the importance of family and home.



Research
my research for Emmett included 
looking at other children’s books 
that included themes of travel and 
ones that had ducks. I spent a lot of 
time working on talking to kids and 
not down to them within my writing. 

also, I spent time researching the 
countries I included in the book, 
taking time to go beyond the          

conventional things each 
country has to offer and 
focusing on different things 
like food, dance, flowers, and 
more. Each country i found 
myself learning new things, 

but also keeping it board 
enough the kids would 
remember and hear it be 
talked about in the future.



Inspiration
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Duck Sketches
Emmett was created using 
simple shapes, and lots of 
exploration of simple versus 
complex ones, which lead to 
questions

what color feathers would he 
have?
how would he stand?
what would his facial features 
look like?
how human would he act?
what makes him different from 
other ducks?



Dummy Book Passes

second pass final pass

once the general story 
idea was solidified, I 
worked in tandem with 
writing the script of the 
story, and creating the 
dummy pages, so both 
felt cohesive and 
together. there were 
many sketch phases 
and dummy passes 
before the final was 
decided.



The Writing

the writing of this 
book went through 
many phase and 
different drafts and 
i spent time 
changing both 
major and minor 
details of the 
overall story and 
theme.

the final pass (emmett take 4)

first draft



Finished Pencils



Moving into Gouache 
using gouache was a decision i made early on instead 
of trying to replicate the medium i love so much on a 
screen. I loved working big and free without the 
pressure of perfection or messing up, because i could 
simply restart



Gouache Process



Collaging 

similarly to how I would work digitally, I worked in layers traditionally to give me 
the freedom to change and adapt as I want, making the process feel more free 
and allowing me to make natural and organic mistakes. 



Adding Digital Line

once the gouache 
pieces were 
completed, I 
scanned them in 
Hi-Rez and then 
went over them with 
layers of both 
linkework and some 
lighting to add 
dimension to the 
piece and add 
detail. I let myself be 
tighter in this stage 
since I was looser in 
the painting 

before line after line 



End Pages
next to the cover, the 
end pages were the last 
piece of the puzzle as a 
whole book came 
together. They showed 
a simple map with pins 
put in the places 
Emmett went around 
the world. the feathers 
were then collaged on 
top.



Cover Process
the cover went through several 
different iteration and changed as 
Emmett evolved. the final served as 
a travelers table and included 
things Emmett would need on his 
journey that we didn’t get to see in 
the book.



Finished Pieces 

























The Printed Book





The Idea 

Family History

The Thesis Statement  

to make a functional cookbook of family recipes fully illustrated that emphasizes 
the joys of cooking and accurately describes each dish

my mom’s side (Costantini / DeLuca) is mostly Italian with a little bit of Polish
my Dad’s side (Salata / Peck) is a mix of Hungarian and English
we have roots in the Midwest and make food that reflects that

for every person’s birthday on both sides of the family, we all get together at a 
table and make and share food. It is one of the many ways we express love.

the process of making food is a labor of love, That ‘Salata Recipes is a fully 
illustrated cookbook that functions to both teach new recipes and bring the joy 

cooking bring to me to everyone who picks up this book.



Research
I did a lot of research on cookbooks on 
the market to compare and contrast 
elements i wanted to include within my 
book. 

there were not many fully illustrated 
cookbooks, except for They Draw and 
Cook, which was a collaboration of lots 
of different artists. Some books had 
illustrated elements but that was not was 
I was going for, I wanted fully art, not 
photos.
some books I looked at did have 
personal elements and stories, 
mostly from food network stars, and 
many cookbooks had stories or little 
touches that made them special to 
that person. which gave
me confidence to move forward with 
my plans.



Familial Research
I spent winter break, finding the recipes I 
wanted to include, and making a curated list 
of what would be in my book. I combed 
through cookbooks, talked to family 
members to see what dishes felt most 
important to our family, and thankfully, due 
to the holiday, I ate a lot of family recipes. 

also include in this process, was the 
interviews I did with members of my family, 
both included in the book and not, just to 
get a sense of their relationship with food 
and what it meant to them. this was 
important to me because this is 
such a personal project. it is 
focused on my family so I wanted
 to get their input. 



A Different Kind of Research
after the recipes were selected and I had a 
general idea of what this project was going 
to look like, I got onto a very important part 
in my process, making food!
this was important to me as it did not only 
aid in reference photos I could use while 
painting, but it also got me excited for what I 
was doing
I was trying new family recipes and getting in 
the right headspace for creating a cookbook



Inspiration projects

they draw 
and cook
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Sketching it Out



Pencils



A Different Kind of Layout

traditional layouts are set up 
by type of food the dishes are 
categorized into

my cookbook is organized by 
person the recipe comes from, 
further adding to the theme of 
family there are 4 main sections of 

the book with two smaller 
sections at the end, all starting 
with their own title page

other cookbooks 

my book



Character Pages Process



Using Gouache
like within the creation of Emmett, from the 
beginning gouache just felt like the right 
medium for me. I knew that using digital 
techniques, I would be able to achieve pretty 
realistic looking food, but I knew that was 
not the point of this book. people didn't 
wanna see fully rendered realistic food, and 
if they did they would look at a picture. This 
project was personal and close to my heart, 
so it made sense to use the medium that felt 
like my own. 



Gouache Examples
all the pieces were painted 
on Canson Watercolor paper 
size 11 x 15 and the Canton 
high resolution, and 
scanned into transparent 
PNG so they could be 
collaged and fitted together 
on the layouts. 



Adding Watercolor
I decided along side my gouache, I 
also wanted to add in some 
watercolor illustrations to loosen up 
some pages, while still keeping with 
my style and traditional. the finals 
still have a digital line added, but 
feel different from the gouache.

inspirations

my watercolor 



Adding Digital Line

before  line

after  line



Collaging with Digital Pieces
the whole book was not fully 
completed in gouache 
however. There were many 
digital elements that were 
added to enhance, and sit 
alongside the traditional 
pieces. throughout the book, I 
added it in little side 
illustrations to make each 
piece more dynamic, all using 
the same brush and simple 
color block and line style, so 
as to feel different, but still 
similar to the gouache.

digital basil 

digital basil and sauce splashes



Designing Layouts

when laying out the book, the gouache was 
collage together with the digital, to create a 
recipe page. there had to be space for both 
ingredients and directions, which was 
factored into the layout. also factored in was 
the recipes that will be full spreads versus 
single pages, and how the pages would be 
different from each other, but still be 
cohesive.



Backgrounds
backgrounds also became an 
important element to many pages of my 
book. each background started as a 
solid color with a digital watercolor 
texture overlaid on top. but many pages 
felt like more could be pushed. when 
necessary, I went back in and had a 
digital pattern with the same brush the 
other digital illustrations are completed 
in. this varied from ingredients in the 
recipe, two elements that mimicked what 
the food looks like, to just pattern that 
match the vibe of the recipe itself. all of 
the background patterns are meant to 
be an assist to the fully rendered 
illustrations 
on the page. 



Hand Lettering Titles

Using a pencil brush in procreate 
and layering and overlapping, 
the titles were created, each title 
handwritten each time to fit the 
dish and the space. Also making 
each of them feel different and 
unique 



Designing Type Layouts
the font i chose was montserrat alternative
size 13 
with 20 point kerning 

montserrat was a fun font that mimicked the 
natural curves that are found in my gouache 
illustrations, but was still san serif, so as to be 
easily readable. as a cookbook, it was 
important for me that the text was easily 
readable when on the counter as you cook. 

the ingredients had to be bold and separated, 
and the directions had to be concise and also 
legible. montserrat was the perfect tool to 
complete all of my needs, as well as look nice 
on the page.



Other Pages
 in the Book

I want my cookbook to include 
more than just recipes, but 
also other pages that aided in 
the cooking process 

what spices you’ll need 

dedication page



kitchen tools

vegetables featured in the book



title page

“chapter” pages



The Non-Paint Pages



Finished Pieces 

































The Finished Book 



Thank You
To 

Suzie
Sheri 

Nancy
Alyssa
Missy 

To 
My Parents 
My Siblings 

All my Teachers 
My Peers 

My Grandparents
The class of 2023

To
Everyone who has ever supported me

and my artistic pursuit 


